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Commuter
The average employee spends nearly 
200 hours a year commuting to and 
from work2. Help alleviate the burden. 
Let employees cover transit costs 
with pre-tax dollars using Commuter 

HRA
Healthcare plans remain out of reach 
for many small businesses. And 
even larger group plans don’t cover 
everything. Help close the gap with a 
HealthEquity HRA program.

HSA
Healthcare costs keep climbing and 
the retirement gap keeps growing. 
Push back on these trends with a 
HealthEquity HSA program.

Wellbeing
Industry leaders are constantly looking 

you can create employer-sponsored 
programs customized to your unique 

programs to health and tuition, we’ll 
help you prioritize employee well-being. 

HSA

COBRA
COBRA involves complex rules 

navigate. Don’t risk noncompliance. 
Let HealthEquity manage your COBRA 
program and ensure continuity of 

FSA
The average employer spends $15,000 
annually per employee for healthcare 

1. Don’t let rising costs 
hold you back. Take control with a 
HealthEquity FSA program.

COBRA

Commuter

FSA

HRA

Wellbeing
Avoid stitching together inconsistent 
experiences from multiple vendors 

In 2019 HealthEquity acquired WageWorks to bring the 

more markets. By combining our industry-leading HSA 
experience with a full spectrum of consumer directed 

streamline administration and make a genuine  
difference for their people.  

ONE PARTNER. TOTAL  SOLUTION. 
Only HealthEquity delivers the integrated solutions you need  
to simplify benefits and truly impact people’s lives. 

■  Integrate claims data straight from 120+ health 
plan partners 

■  Wow your members with our US-based 24/7 
remarkable service

■  Deliver personalized communications that inspire 
better choices and healthier habits



ELEVATE YOUR BENEFITS GAME
SIMPLIFY
Fewer headaches and full accountability from one partner
Imagine logging into a single platform that puts exactly what you need 
all in one place. We integrate data, technology and ongoing engagement 
to simplify benefits for you and your people. Choose HealthEquity and 
eliminate problems before they arise. 

BE CONFIDENT
Experience and expertise to deliver flexible solutions  
for unique business needs
Work with an industry leader and deliver best practices at a lower cost.  
For more than two decades we’ve pushed the industry forward with 
powerful innovations and customized solutions that set new standards 
for service and engagement. Enrollment through reporting, realize true 
peace of mind at every step. 

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Better outcomes for real people, driven by our mission  
and remarkable service
We care about your people. That’s why our approach is powered  
by a singular mission to connect health and wealth. From engaging, 
educational communications to intuitive investing technologies,*  
give your people everything they need to achieve more. We don’t  
just administer benefits; we empower you to change people’s lives. 

Let us help you create a cohesive benefits experience
Talk to us 866.382.3510 or visit HealthEquity.com 

* Investments are subject to risk, including the possible loss of the principal invested, and are not FDIC or NCUA insured, or guaranteed by HealthEquity, Inc. Investing through the HealthEquity investment platform is subject to the terms and conditions  
of the Health Savings Account Custodial Agreement and any applicable investment supplement. Investing may not be suitable for everyone and before making any investments, review the fund’s prospectus.
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